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Abstrat: This paper investigates the problem of managing very large dig-
ital television arhives. This problem is alled television struturing (or TV
broadast maro-segmentation) and is dened as the proess of identifying the
struture of a television stream as wathers pereive it: a suession of programs.
This is the very rst step in order to manage a television olletion. In this pa-
per, a omplete solution for television struturing is proposed, whih makes use
of simple yet eient methods in order to deal with huge datasets. Methods
from ommerial detetion are generalized to be able to distinguish regular pro-
grams from non-programs. It is shown how television program guides an be
used to label the identied programs. It is nally shown how an update proe-
dure an improve the segmentation results over time. Results are provided on
3 weeks of Frenh television.
Key-words: Video indexing, Television struturing, maro-segmentation,
Pereptual hashing
Struturation vidéo pour les arhives de
télévision
Résumé : Ce rapport de reherhe s'intéresse à la struturation de larges vol-
umes d'arhives de télévision. Par struturation, nous entendons l'identiation
des programmes de télévision, leur début et leur n, dans le ux, et don le
déoupage de e ux en une suession de programmes. Cei est la toute pre-
mière étape dans un proessus d'indexation d'un ux de télévision, an de le
rendre failement naviguable et requêtable. Nous présentons une solution om-
plète basée sur des méthodes simples an de pouvoir traiter de très importantes
quantité de données. Nous généralisons des méthodes provenant de la détetion
de publiités télévisées an de distinguer les programmes des inter-programmes.
Il est également montré omment les guides de programmes peuvent être util-
isés an d'étiqueter les programmes identiés. Nous proposons nalement une
proédure de mise à jour, qui permet d'obtenir des résultats onstants au ours
du temps. Des résultats sur trois semaines de télévision française permettent
de vérier l'eaité des méthodes.
Mots-lés : Indexation vidéo, Struturation de télévision, maro-segmentation,
hahage pereptuel
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1 Introdution
Television is an important part of today's soure of information, as well as an
important part of our ultural heritage. Information retrieval from television
streams is however still in its infany, whereas the amount of television on-
tent is inreasing, with an ever larger set of available hannels. For example,
sine September 2006, the National Institute of Audiovisual in Frane (ina) is
arhiving 540.000 hours of television per year. There is thus a need to develop
methods to retrieve information from very large television olletions, whih
might ome with few or no additional information apart from the video stream
itself.
The ontext of the work is assumed to be television arhives. It means that
weeks, months, or years of ontinuous reordings have to be analyzed to extrat
relevant information. We assume that television program guides are available
together with the video data. While this is atually the ase in Frane at ina, it
may be dierent in other ountries. In this ontext, we are interested in nding
the struture of the television stream as TV wathers pereive it: a suession of
well-identied programs, together with some non-program events (ommerials,
trailers, sponsoring...). This is what we all television struturing.
More preisely, the goal is rst to perform a segmentation of the television
stream into programs and non-programs, and in a seond step, to label these
programs, with information oming from the program guide. This proess may
also be viewed as metadata renement: the proess takes as input the video
stream as well as some metadata (the program guide), and outputs a orreted
version of the program guide, where the given shedules have been heked in
order to math with the atual video stream.
This may be seen as a trivial or non-needed problem sine the EPG an
be thought as self-suient. Berrani et al. [1℄ have shown that this is not the
ase, and that preise television struturing annot be ahieved only with the
provided information oming from hannels and/or broadasters. They assess
the neessity of ontent-based tehniques.
Even if our rst goal is arhiving, quite a large number of appliations an
benet from this oneptually simple task of nding programs in a television
stream. In the ase of television arhives, it is obvious that exat program
boundaries should be available when browsing or querying a television orpus.
Manual struturing is a very tedious and time-onsuming task, and automati
or semi-automati methods should be investigated to redue the need of manual
parsing and labeling. Monitoring television may also be an appliation, for
example to verify legal regulations about ommerials, or provide some statistis
about delays between the atual broadast time and the sheduled one. A
more user-oriented appliation might be to manage reorded programs, allowing
features like skipping ommerials or nding programs that may not be in the
EPG
1
.
Our approah is stream based and bottom-up. Three kinds of informa-
tion are mainly used. Joint silene and monohrome image detetion allows
to nd program boundaries and to detet non-program segments. Repetition
detetion [15℄ using a referene video dataset (RVD) allows to nd similar seg-
ments appearing several times in the stream and is useful to haraterize many
1
In the paper, program guides and EPG (Eletroni Program Guides) are used as syn-
onyms.
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non-programs. Finally, the program guide is used to assign labels to program
segments [16℄.
The paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 provides a brief overview of
the state-of-the-art. Setion 3 presents the struturing tehnique. Setion 4
explains the problem of updating the RVD. Setion 5 onludes the work.
2 Previous work
Video struturing for spei programs like sports or news is a well-studied
domain. The aim is to infer the struture of the program by analyzing the
video and audio streams [10, 6, 2℄. Studies have also been onduted on olle-
tions of programs, leading to non-obvious tasks like topi threading [9℄. These
works are dealing with sets of homogeneous programs (mainly news or a spei
sport), and are looking for a struture inside the program itself. They thus are
quite dierent from our task, and are not likely to be suited to nd program
boundaries.
A more relevant topi is ommerial detetion. This is a well-studied domain,
where eetive solutions have been proposed to identify ommerials in a TV
stream. Some simple but eetive rule-based methods have been proposed,
whih use detetion of monohrome frames and silene between ommerials
[12, 14, 19℄. Classiation tehniques have also been proposed [5, 22, 13℄, as
well as tehniques based on reognition [8, 4, 21, 18℄. Commerial detetion is of
major importane for television struturing beause it an detet non-programs.
However, some non-programs are not ommerials, and these tehniques have
thus to be extended to handle all types of non-programs.
Very few works have onsidered television struturing. Liang et al. [11℄
proposed to detet programs by their lead-in/lead-out. Interesting results are
obtained on their dataset but annot be generalized to other TV hannels, whih
may not ag their programs by systematis lead-in and lead-out.
A very dierent work is proposed by Poli [17℄. The basi idea is to implement
a top-down approah using a very large set of already annotated data to learn
a model of the TV stream. Poli proposes to use a hidden Markov model and
a deision tree for that purpose. The result is a weekly program providing an
approximate start time and duration and the type for eah program and non-
program during the week. This model is eventually heked with the stream.
To the best of our knowledge, these two methods are the only ones dealing
with television struturing.
3 Struturing method
3.1 Denitions and overview
First, let us dene more preisely the notion of program and non-program.
Programs are regular television broadasts whih make the ore of a hannel
broadasting (e.g. news, weather foreast, movies, shows. . . ). Non-programs
are either ommerials, sponsoring, hannel promotion (e.g. trailers, jingles).
An overview of the proposed method is shown on gure 1. Three inputs
are used: the video stream itself, the program guide, and a Referene Video
RR n° 7301
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Dataset (RVD). This RVD is a dataset omposed of manually labeled programs
and non-programs, with the following information:
 a ategory (program or non-program).
 a title
EPG
Segmentation Labeled stream
Reference video
Labeling
dataset
Stream
Figure 1: Overview of the struturing method
The struturing method is in two steps: segmentation and labeling. Seg-
mentation uts the stream into segments
2
, whih are then lassied into either
program and non-program. Labeling assigns labels to every segment lassied
as a program.
To test the method, a orpus of three weeks of television has been reorded
from a frenh hannel (Frane2) from 5/9/2005 to 5/30/2005. This orpus is
omposed of 21 les, eah one representing 24h of TV. Manual struturing has
been performed on this orpus to obtain ground truth.
3.2 Segmentation and lassiation
The aim of the segmentation is to nd the dierent segments of programs and
non-programs. Methods developed in the ontext of ommerial detetion are
well suited to make this segmentation. However, as stated in setion 2, the task
has to be generalized to detet all kinds of non-programs, e.g. ommerials,
trailers, jingles, sponsoring. . . Sine trailers and jingles have dierent harater-
istis from ommerials, in terms of shot length and visual ativity, approahes
based on lassiation are not likely to perform well. We fous on methods that
are able to generalize to all non-programs: reognition-based methods, and joint
silene and monohrome frames detetion.
3.2.1 Separation detetion
We all separations simultaneous ourrenes of monohrome frames and silene
that happen between ommerials. This is a very popular feature for deteting
ommerials [12, 19, 14℄ and it is used on every Frenh TV hannel.
To detet monohrome frames, a 48-bin histogram on the luminane hannel
is rst omputed. Deteting monohrome frames is then ahieved by threshold-
ing the histogram entropy. For an histogram h quantized intoN bins, its entropy
2
The term segment will be used in the remaining of the paper as the result of this segmen-
tation proess.
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Detection
of
Separations
Detection 
of
Repetitions
Pre−segmentation
Final segmentation
Classification/fusion
Detection phase
Segmentation phase
Figure 2: Overview of the segmentation and lassiation proesses
is given by:
H = −
N∑
i=1
pi log pi with pi =
h(i)∑
k h(k)
Figure 3 shows a sample of the histogram entropy on 1 hour of our orpus. The
threshold is set experimentally to 2.
Figure 3: Variation of the luminane histogram entropy on one hour of TV
To detet silene, a very simple method is used. It onsists in building
overlapping audio frames of 10 ms, and omputing the log-energy on eah frame
RR n° 7301
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using the standard formula:
Edb(i) = 10 log10
N∑
n=1
x2n(i)
The threshold is set to 60 (see gure 4), and only segments longer than 30ms are
kept. The reason for using a so simple method is given by gure 4, whih shows
the variation of energy on 1 hour of TV. One an easily see two separations,
where the energy is atually zero. This phenomenon has been observed on every
Frenh hannel. It might be dierent in other ountries.
Figure 4: Variation of the audio energy on a few minutes of TV
The results of the silene and monohrome frames detetion are then merged
using a suessive analysis. Sine the audio feature is far more disriminative
than the image one, the proess onsists in taking the segments deteted by
the audio as andidate segment, and then hek orretness using the image
feature. Results are shown in table 1 where the results are the preision and
reall omputed over the number of images orretly deteted as belonging to a
separation.
Modality Preision Reall
Audio 0.82 0.9
Image 0.41 0.89
Fusion 1 0.9
Table 1: Separation detetion results
3.2.2 Repetition detetion
Television streams are highly redundant. Deteting repetitions an greatly help
to unover the struture of the stream. In partiular, all kinds of non-programs
RR n° 7301
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are frequently repeated with no modiation exept for broadast and ompres-
sion noise. Beause only minor transformations exist between two instanes of
the same video lip, it is quite easy to detet those repetitions. However, it is
important to be able to deal with a very large database and to have a low om-
plexity. Therefore, a repetition detetion method has to put the emphasis on
those two aspets. A popular method to ahieve both eeny and eetiveness
in the ontext of ommerial detetion is pereptual hashing [4, 8℄. Note that
this method is partiularly suited in our ontext beause it an deal with all
kinds of non-programs.
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Figure 5: Image signature omputation.
To detet repeated video lips using pereptual hashing the method proposed
in [15℄ is used. Shots are onsidered as the reognition unit, i.e. we detet
repeated shots. A visual signature is built for eah image of eah shot. The
signature extration is presented on gure 5. For eah image, the DCT is applied
on the whole image, on the luminane hannel only, and the 8x8 top-left sub-
matrix is extrated from the lowest AC frequeny oeients, (DC oeient
is not taken into aount). The median value of this sub-matrix is omputed,
and oeients are then binarized aording to this median, thus making a 64
bits signature.
This signature is suiently robust to noise to be queried by exat mathing,
allowing the use of a fast retrieval struture like a hash table. The retrieval
proess makes indeed use of a hash table, in whih a pair (signature, shot id) is
stored for every frame of every shot of the database. When a query is made, i.e.
we want to know if a ertain shot has a dupliate in the database, signatures of
eah frame of this query shot are omputed, and then queried one by one against
the hash table. If an exat math ours, that is a signature of the query shot
sq is equal to a signature sd in the hash table, a pair (sd, shot id) is reovered.
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This shot id gives a andidate shot, whih is further analyzed by omputing a
similarity distane between this andidate shot and the query shot.
The similarity distane between shots is dened as the average Hamming
distane between the signatures of the retrieved and query shots. This distane
makes use of the relative positions of the mathed signatures to align the shots,
thus gaining robustness to temporal variations and shot segmentation artifats.
To deide if two shots math, this distane is thresholded.
This method is used several times throughout the struturing proess. It is
used together with the referene video dataset (RVD) previously dened, whih
is hosen as the rst day of our 3 weeks orpus, day 5/9/2005, and was manually
labeled.
3.2.3 Classiation and fusion
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Figure 6: The three steps of segmentation: pre-segmentation, lassiation, and
fusion.
The detetion of separations and repetitions yields a pre-segmentation of the
stream, as an be seen in gure 6. One this pre-segmentation is omputed, the
next step is to lassify pre-segments as either program or non-program. The
deision is taken by simply thresholding the length of the pre-segment, short
pre-segments are lassied as non-programs and long ones as programs. The
threshold Ts is hosen so as to maximize the F-measure of orret lassiation
on a sample day of our orpus.
Finally, ontiguous segments of repetitions, separations, and non-programs
are merged into a single non-program segment. Figure 6 sums up the segmen-
tation proess.
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3.2.4 Results
The segmentation is evaluated as a task of binary lassiation of images, eval-
uated by the F-measure. Classiation into the lass non-program is shown on
gure 7. Classiation in programs is not given beause program frames are
so numerous ompared to non-program frames that this measure is not really
informative (superior to 99%). This gure shows that results are quite good
in average (≈ 90%), but are dereasing over time. This an be explained by
the fat that there is a very high number of repetitions between two onse-
utive days, but that this number is muh lower for temporally distant days.
Sine the RVD used for deteting the repetitions has been reorded on May 9th
2005, the number of repetitions dereases over time and so is the quality of the
segmentation.
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1
Days from 05/10/05 to 05/30/05
F−
m
ea
su
re
Figure 7: F-measure of retrieval of non-program images on 20 days of TV.
3.3 Labeling
3.3.1 Alignment using DTW
Now that the stream is segmented, the next step is to add information by
labeling the segments and espeially the programs. The idea is to use the
program guide, whih either diretly omes with the video stream, in ase of
live digital television, or whih may also be arhived in ase of TV arhives (e.g.
at INA). The program guide provides useful information about programs, like
title, genre, and sometimes other information suh a short desription, a list of
ators. . .
It has been proposed in [16℄ to align the program guide with the segmentation
using Dynami Time Warping (DTW). The DTW is a well-known method [20℄
whih omputes a path and a distane between 2 sequenes X and Y. This
distane an be interpreted as the minimum ost to transform X into Y by a set
of weighted edit operations. These operations are usually substitution, insertion
RR n° 7301
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and deletion. The path of minimum ost provides the best alignment between
X and Y, with respet to the edit operations.
For two given sequenes X = (x0 . . . xN ) and Y = (y0 . . . yM ), this path is
omputed via a ost matrix D, whih is omputed reursively using the formula:
D(i, j) = min


D(i− 1, j − 1) + csub(xi, yj)
D(i, j − 1) + cdel(xi, yj)
D(i− 1, j) + cins(xi, yj)
where csub, cdel, cins are the osts for the operations of substitution, deletion
and insertion respetively. This matrix an be eiently omputed by dynami
programming.
The nal value D(N,M) is the distane between X and Y . To reover the
best path from the omputation of the ost matrix, paths have to be stored in
a path matrix P , indiating whih edit operation has led to the result at eah
step. The path is then easily found going bakwards, i.e. from P (N,M) to
P (0, 0).
In our ase, the osts are dened as a distane between a segment from the
program guide and a segment from the automati segmentation. A segment x
is a ouple of values indiating the start and end of the program x = (xs, xe).
The distane between a segment x and a segment y is:
d(x, y) = |xe − xs − (ye − ys)|︸ ︷︷ ︸
similarity of length
+ |xe − ye|+ |xs − ys|︸ ︷︷ ︸
similarity of start/end time
This distane is a sum of two terms, the rst one measuring the similarity of
length of those segments, and the seond one measuring the dierene between
their (supposed) time of broadast. The osts of substitution Csub, deletion
Cdel, and insertion Cins are then dened as:
Csub(xi, yj) = γd(xi, yj)
Cdel(yj , i) = d(xi, yj)
Cins(xi, j) = d(xi, yj)
1 < γ < 2 to favor a substitution over a deletion plus insertion.
3.3.2 Improvements
So far, the labeling proess does not use the repetition information, only the
program guide. Two improvements to the DTW labeling are proposed in order
to take this information into aount.
The rst improvement onstrains the path of the DTW so that it has to
go through a landmark. The resulting proess is alled landmarked DTW or
LDTW. A landmark is dened as a segment whih ontains a repetition whose
label is equal to the label of a lose program in the program guide. Intuitively,
this means that the repetition has onrmed the information proposed by the
program guide and the label is thus more than likely to be orret. This is
done by lling the ost matrix with innite values for the impossible paths,
and set the landmark to a null ost, prior to the dynami programming proe-
dure. Computation of the ost and path matries and the baktraking step are
unhanged.
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The seond improvement is a post-proess, it takes plae after the LDTW,
one a set of labels have already been assigned to segments. It is designed to look
for spei loations where a repetition is present, and where the label from the
repetition and the label assigned by the LDTW are ontraditory. A Bayesian
hypothesis test is used to deide whih label is more likely to be orret, the one
oming from the repetition (Hypothesis H0) or from the LDTW (Hypothesis
H1). The test is:
P (O|H1)
P (O|H0)
>
P0
P1
then H1 else H0
where Pi is the apriori probability of hypothesis Hi. To estimate P (O|Hi),
observation O is onsidered to be omposed of three elementary independent
observations: the length of the segment, a binary variable indiating whether a
repetition is present at the beginning of the segment, and another binary vari-
able for the end of the segment. The idea behind these two binary variables is
that repetitions at the boundaries are often orret, beause they are lead-in or
lead-out of the program. Conditional probability of the length is modeled by
a Gaussian and is estimated by maximum likelihood, binary variables are esti-
mated through simple ounting. The training set is one day long. An example
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Figure 8: An example of alignment with the EPG, with the help of repetitions.
Frenh names of programs are replaed by letters (A, B, C, D).
of alignment using all these improvements is given in gure 8. Note that two
programs (C and D) are not present in the EPG. The orret labeling of pro-
gram D is thus obtained thanks to the repetition information and the hypotheis
testing presented above.
3.3.3 Results
The quality of the labeling is evaluated by 2 measures. The rst one is image-
based: the number of orretly labeled images is ounted, together with the
number of wrongly labeled images, and the number of non-labeled images. With
these 3 numbers, the preision, reall and F-measure are omputed. The seond
measure is program-based and follows the same priniple.
For both measures, the results are omputed on our 20 days orpus, and
shown on gure 9. The varying parameter is Ts, the threshold used for las-
siation of segments into programs or non-programs. The dierene between
the program and the image measure omes from the fat that a high number of
small programs (5 to 15 minutes) are wrongly labeled, whih thus penalizes the
program measure, but not the image one.
Figure 10 shows the improvements obtained by the dierent proposed im-
provements: the LDTW and the post-proessing step (LDTW2). It an be seen
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Figure 9: F-measure of orret labeling from day 05/10 to 05/30
that the post-proesing step is espeially useful for labeling small programs,
sine there is a large inrease of reesults with the program measure with this
sheme.
Compared to the segmentation results, the labeling results seem to derease
muh more slowly. This is due to the fat that the age of the referene video
dataset (RVD) has muh less inuene over labeling than over segmentation.
The useful segments for labeling are reurrent parts of programs, e.g. a lead-in,
whih usually do not vary over time. These results also show that the quality
of the segmentation does not really aets the quality of the labeling.
There are still issues about missing labels. We omputed that 26% of the
programs were not announed in the program guide. Additional labels may
ome from the manual labeling of the RVD but this is not a satisfatory solution.
Indeed, using the proposed solution, there are still 10% of labels missing. On
the other hand, it was measured that there is an average dierene of 7 minutes
between the sheduled time and the atual time of broadast. This dierene is
redued to 4 seonds with our solution.
The next setion investigates how the quality of the segmentation may be
kept onstant over time by updating the RVD.
4 Updating the referene video dataset
Using repetitions has an important drawbak: the referene video dataset (RVD)
has to be up-to-date. The last setion showed that the results were dereasing
over time if the RVD was stati. To keep the RVD up-to-date, one must analyse
new video streams, detet new non-programs in those, and add them to the
RVD. Only a few works have takled this problem in the ontext of ommerial
detetion [12, 7℄.
The integration of the update proedure into the global struturing proess is
illustrated by gure 11. Note that the update does not need to be synhronized
with the struturing, it an be done for example one a day or one a week.
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Figure 10: Labeling results for DTW, LDTW and LDTW with post-proessing
(LDTW2)
update
dataset
Segmentation Labeling
EPG
Stream Labeled stream
Reference video
loop
Figure 11: Integration of the udpdate proedure in the global struturing proess
The RVD update proedure needs basially two things: the RVD itself, and
a input video stream, in whih to nd new information. All previous steps, seg-
mentation, lassiation and labeling are applied to this input video stream, so
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that it is segmented and labeled. The update proess is mainly about analyzing
the parts of the stream that are still unlabeled after this proess. The next se-
tions explain how to ahieve this RVD update using this proessed input video
sream.
4.1 Identiation of unknown non-programs
To update the RVD we must nd unknown non-programs in the input video
stream, that is to say, non-programs that are not in the RVD. The idea is to use
the results of the segmentation/lassiation proedure whih has been applied
to the input video stream. During this lassiation, some pre-segments are
inferred as being non-programs and are not present in the RVD (they would have
been deteted as repetitions otherwise). These segments are thus interesting
andidates for updating the RVD.
This update an be iterative: the update step an be followed by another
segmentation/lassiation of the input video stream, in whih the updated
RVD is used to detet repetitions. These two steps an be iterated until the
proess onverges, there are no new non-programs to infer: the segmentation is
stable.
Non-programs
Method Preision Reall
Without update 98.7 85.9
With update 45 98.5
Table 2: Comparison of averaged segmentation results on our 3 weeks dataset
Table 2 shows the results of this iterative sheme. The preision has de-
reased dramatially, it is obvious that something is wrong. This is due to
trailers. Shots belonging to a trailer an be repeated in two dierent ontexts:
a repetition of the trailer itself (ase A), or in the program that the trailer an-
nounes (ase B). This onguration is shown in gure 12, where it an be seen
that in ase B, the repeated shots will segment the program into many small
segments, thus produing over-segmentation.
This problem does not our in the segmentation phase presented in se-
tion 3.2.3, beause existing trailers in the RVD are labeled. If the trailer label
is known, a simple rule is enough to prevent over-segmentation. This rule is
the following. Suppose that using the proess of setion 3.2.2 some shots in
the input stream are deteted as being repetitions of some existing shots in the
RVD. Suppose now that in the RVD those shots are labeled as trailers, with
label say Z. We then look in the program guide, in the temporal neighborhood
of the repetitions, for a program with label Z. If suh a program is found, it is
ase B, and segmentation is not performed. Otherwise, in ase A, segmentation
is performed as desribed in setion 3.2.
To solve the over-segmentation problem, there are two solutions:
 identify trailers in the input video stream, label them and add them to
the RVD.
 identify trailers in the input video stream, and do not add them to the
RVD
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Figure 12: The problem of shots from trailers: two possible ways of being
repeated.
In any ase, the rst step is to be able to further analyze the input video stream,
in order to identify trailers. This is explained in the next setion.
4.2 Identifying trailers
Identifying trailers in the inferred segments is done in two steps. The rst one
is to organize the inferred segments into sequenes.
4.2.1 Identifying sequenes
A sequene is a set of ontiguous shots whih forms a semantially homogeneous
set (e.g. a ommerial, a trailer are examples of a sequene).
These sequenes are deteted using a method oming from natural language
proessing (NLP): olloations. Colloations are sequenes of words that often
o-our. They are usually estimated by a bigram model (sequenes of 2 words)
and a measure of assoiation, whih statistially measures if the o-ourrenes
are signiant. A lassial measure is the mutual information [3℄, dened for
words x and y as:
I(x, y) = log2
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
The straightforward analogy words ↔ shots allows to use this model. How-
ever, there are some dierenes with the ontext assumed in NLP. First, the
estimation of olloations is not as obvious as with words. It is done using the
repetition detetion method of setion 3.2.2 over the 3 weeks orpus. This is
a noisy proess, some shots may be missed, estimation of olloations may be
erroneous. Seond, the alphabet is innite, and sequenes may be very long: up
to 30 or 40 shots.
In our ontext, olloations are shots whih o-our more often then it
would have been expeted. Beause of the omplexity of nding o-ourrenes,
the estimation of olloations is done with a bigram model. Using a measure like
mutual information may be problemati beause of the diulty of estimating
the probability of a shot, onsidering that the alphabet is innite. To overome
this, and to be able to detet long sequenes, it is proposed to view an inferred
segment as a onatenation of sequenes generated by a left-right Markov hain
with a terminal state, as an be seen in gure 13.
A state xt of the hain is a shot, haraterized by a set of suessors S(xt) =
{(xki , β
ki
t )}i=1...ntβ and predeessors P (xt) = {(xpi , α
pi
t )}i=1...ntα . The salar
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state
Terminal
x0 xk−1 xkx1
1− p(x1|x0) 1− p(xk+1|xk)
p(x1|x0) p(xk+1|xk)
Figure 13: Left-right Markov hain for nding sequenes
α
pi
t represent the number of ourrenes of state xpi as a predeessor of urrent
state xt. Similarly, β
ki
t represent the number of ourrenes of state xki as a
suessor of state xt. The spae state is the set of shots from the onsidered
inferred segment(s).
Using these denitions, the number of dierent predeessors for state xt is
ntα and the total number of predeessors is:
N tα =
ntα∑
i=1
α
pi
t
The total number of suessors is dened in the same way by:
N tβ =
ntβ∑
i=1
βkit
The transition probability is dened by:
p(xt|xs) =
{
αst+β
t
s
Ntα+N
s
β
if s = t− 1
0 otherwise
To identify the sequenes using this model, the inferred segment is parsed in the
temporal order. The initialisation of a start state sequene ours by threshold-
ing the transition probability p(xt|xt−1) > γ. One the proess is started,
a rst solution ould be to deide that vetor (x0, . . . , xk) is a sequene if
p(x0 . . . xn) > γ
n+1
. This an be easily omputed, sine from the Markovian
property we have:
p(x0 . . . xn) = p(x0)
n∏
k=1
p(xk|xk−1)
taking the logarithm to failitate omputations, the deision beomes:
log p(x0) +
n∑
k
log p(xk|xk−1) > (n+ 1) log γ
Unfortunately, this deision is not preise enough to identify the preise bound-
aries. A simpler solution is to take a deision at eah time instant t instead
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of a global deision, simply by thresholding: p(xt|xt−1) > γ. An heuristi on
the number of hypothesis an be also used in order to inrease reall, a high
number of hypothesis is indeed an indiation that this is the end of sequene.
The deision, taken at eah time instant is then:
(p(xt|xt−1) > γ) and
(
ntα + n
t−1
β < δ
)
Thresholds are set to γ = 0.1 and δ = 6.
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Figure 14: Results of identifying sequenes for two measures of assoiation
Results of the proposed method are shown in gure 14 for the proposed
method and the lassial method using mutual information as the measure of
assoiation. The evaluation is done in the same way as a shot segmentation,
i.e. preision and reall are omputed on the boundaries of the sequenes. The
varying parameter is γ (δ does not really hange the results).
4.2.2 Identifying and labeling trailers
The last step allowed us to nd sequenes of shots in the input video stream.
The next step is to identify whih of these sequenes are trailers. The idea is to
use the spei property of trailers explained in setion 4.1 and an whih be
seen in gure 12.
The algorithm 1 explains the method in details. Briey, it takes a sequene
as input, and look for any repetition of eah of its shots in the input video
stream. For eah deteted repetition, the algorithm tries to identify if we are
in ase A or ase B, as dened in setion 4.1. Case A is not interesting, it is
merely a repetition of the sequene. Case B is interesting, beause it is a ase
where shots of a sequene are repeated with a dierent pattern, and is thus a
strong hint that the sequene urrently tested is a trailer.
The nal deision is taken with respet to set of hypothesis h3 and their
respetive number of votes v. The hypothesis with the maximum number of
3
The set of hypothesis h orresponds to the variable SequeneLabels in algorithm 1.
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votes is hosen. More preisely, the sequene is said to be a trailer of program
hk , k = arg maxi vi if:
vk∑
i vi
> α and vk ≥ 2
Threshold α is set to 1
2
.
Algorithm 1: Pseudo ode for identifying and labeling trailers.
Data: Sequene: list of M shots
Data: VideoStream: list of N shots
Data: labels: list of labels
Funtion IdentifyTrailers(Sequene, VideoStream);
i,j,k,f: integer;
foreah shot sk in Sequene do
[shotFound index℄ = nd repetition of shot sk in VideoStream;
if shotFound then
VideoStream(index) is the found repetition, hek now
if the entire sequene is repeated, by heking shot by
shot;
i = index;
for j=1 to M do
if Sequence[j] equals V ideoStream[i− k + 1] then
Nb_of_ommon_shots++;
end
i++; j++;
end
if Nb_of_ommon_shots ≥ 0.8M then
it is a repetition of Sequene (ase A) Do Nothing
else
possibly ase B, store label of program, (if
exists, if VideoStream[f℄ does not appear in a
program then there is no hypothesis and thus no
vote) or add one vote if already there
SequeneLabels ← Label of VideoStream[f℄;
Votes[Label of VideoStream[f℄℄++;
end
end
end
end
Now take the label with the max number of votes in vetor
Votes
Note that this algorithm allows not only to identify trailers, but also to
nd their labels. This is atually very interesting beause this an overome
the over-segmentation problem aused by inorretly or non-labeled trailers,
using heuristi dened in setion 4.1. One shortoming is that the segmentation
and/or labels of the input video stream video stream might be unorret.
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4.3 Update proedure and results
A nal deision must be taken on whih segments an be used to update the
RVD. There are three types of segments: labeled sequenes (type 1), non labeled
sequenes (type 2), isolated shots (type 3). Three strategies of update an be
dened, from the most onservative to the most aggressive:
1. Type 1: Add only segments of type 1
2. Type 2: Add segments of type 1 and 2
3. Type 3: Add all kinds of segments (1, 2 and 3)
The results of these dierent strategies is given in gure 15. Segmentation/lassiation
results are given by the two upper part gures, and the results are not surpris-
ing: the most daring method (Type 3) has the highest reall, but also the
lowest preision, and onversely, the method with no update has the lowest re-
all and the highest preision. The hoie of one of the method may depend
on the appliation and the desired balane between reall and preision. One
interesting thing to note is that the reall does not seem to derease over time
for methods of type 2 and 3.
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Figure 15: Comparaison of update methods. Segmentation results are in the
upper part, labeling results in the lower part of the gure.
Labeling results are given by the two lower part gures, where the F-measure
is omputed using the program measure. These results are really lose and it
is diult to nd any lear improvement. Results an even derease, due to
the over-segmentation artifat aused by some mislabel or undeteted trailers,
whih make the alignment proedure by DTW very diult. On the other hand,
it was shown in setion 3.3 that labeling results did not dereased over time.
The update step had therefore just to keep the labeling results stable.
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5 Conlusion
A omplete proess of television struturing has been proposed. Methods from
ommerial detetion are used and generalized to take into aount all kinds of
non-programs. Using a pre-labeled referene video dataset, repetition detetion
and separation detetion, a method is presented to segment the stream into
program and non-program segments. An alignment proedure is then proposed
to label these segments, using dynami time warping and the program guide.
Eventually, a method to update the referene video dataset is proposed, whih
has to take into aount some speiities about trailers. Good results are
obtained both in terms of segmentation and labeling over a three weeks dataset
from Frenh television.
Limitations ome from the need of initial manual labeling of the RVD, whih
is only partially solved by the update method. There is also a lak of label
information due to the high impreision of the program guide. A solution ould
be to use sreen text as an additional soure of labels.
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